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INFORMATION ABOUT PERMIT PARKING 

 
Permit parking is implemented on either a street name basis where parking is 
restricted to one specific street or on an area basis where a number of streets have 
been grouped into permit areas in order to maximize parking. 
 
A permit holder who parks on a street authorized for permit parking must 
park in a legal parking space subject to existing traffic regulations. In 
addition, the vehicle registration must remain valid and the validation sticker 
must be affixed to your licence plate, while you are a permit holder. 
 
Permits issued on an area basis will have the corresponding area shown on the 
face of the permit. A permit holder with such a permit may park on any 
street authorized and signed, which bears the same area code. 
 
Permits issued on a street-name basis will have the street name typed on the face 
of the permit. Holders of this type of permit may park only on the authorized 
and signed sections of the street for which the permit is issued. 
 
As a permit holder, you must comply with all NO PARKING signs (for 
example, NO PARKING 7:00 a.m. to 9:00 a.m. etc.). However, you may ignore 
those signs on your street or in your designated area which limit parking to one, 
two or unsigned three hour parking restrictions. 
 
A vehicle with a valid permit which remains parked in the same location on a 
street for more than seven days may be tagged and towed at the owner’s expense. 
Vehicles without parking permits may be tagged if parked in a permit parking 
space during the licenced parking hours shown on the signs.  Vehicles without 
parking permits are limited to three-hour parking, unless otherwise posted. 
 
The Permit Parking By-law is enforced by Toronto Police Service, Parking 
Enforcement Unit. Contravention of the by-law may result in the loss of your 
permit parking privileges. 
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